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Early practical realisation of Product Life Cycle Support 

Dr. Timothy M. KING (TMK@LSC.CO.UK), LSC Group, UK (HTTP://WWW.LSC.CO.UK/) 

1. Introduction 

The Product Life Cycle Support (PLCS) initiative [1] is supported by both industry and national 
governments with the aim to accelerate development of new standards for product data in the area of 
support during operation and disposal of complex engineering assets.  The initiative is international and 
will produce draft ISO standards as the result of an initial three-year work programme.  These standards 
will be the mechanism by which to ensure support information is aligned with the evolving product 
definition over the entire life-cycle.  The standards will be part of ISO 10303, which is the standard for 
exchange of product model data (STEP), and, thus, will enable the exchange, sharing and archiving of 
support data [see Figure 1.1].  The inherent compatibility of the standards will enhance the utility of PLCS 
in enterprises where STEP already underpins design, analysis and manufacturing activities. 
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Figure 1.1   Achieving software application interoperability for through-life product support 

In November 1999, PLCS became a funded work programme through the efforts of a group of founding 
sponsors, covering various industry sectors including aerospace, marine, process, oil and gas, transport 
and defence.  These sponsors

1
 include prime contractors for high-capital value, high-total cost of 

ownership, engineered assets (aircraft, ships, oil platforms, transport systems and so on), owners of such 
assets, support service providers and vendors of software that underpins the support of such assets.  The 
work programme will result in deliverables that can then proceed through the formal processes for 
standards approval under the auspices of ISO/TC184/SC4 [2] (the ISO technical sub-committee 
“Industrial data”). 

In line with a recently approved ballot [3], the first standard of the PLCS programme will be 
ISO 10303-239 (AP239, the Application Protocol “Product life cycle support”). 

                                                      

1
 The current list of sponsors is:  BAE SYSTEMS;  Boeing;  Det Norske Veritas (DNV);  Hägglunds 

Vehicle;  Lockheed Martin;  Rolls-Royce;  Saab Technology;  Finnish Defence Forces;  FMV;  Royal 
Norwegian MoD;  UK MoD;  US DoD;  LSC Group;  Aerosystems International;  Baan;  IFS;  Pennant;  
PTC. 
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2. The PLCS development programme 

PLCS is now in the final year of the three-year development programme.  The first year was spent in 
capturing through-life business process models that represent the essential facets of life-cycle support.  
The four specific areas for the modelling were: 

• Support Engineering – specifying, providing and sustaining the support infrastructure (the support 
system); 

• Configuration Management – managing changes to significant product items within the 
engineered asset and associated support system, including tracking of serial-numbered items; 

• Resource Management – buying, storing, packing, moving, issuing and disposing of product 
items and elements of the support system; 

• Maintenance and Feedback – maintaining, testing, diagnosing, calibrating, repairing and 
modifying product items and support elements, including the roles of schedules, resources and 
feedback. 

ISO/TC184/SC4 has long mandated a development process [4] that involves a proper analysis of the 
business context in which ISO 10303 standards will enable exchange, sharing and archiving.  This 
analysis results in an Application Activity Model (AAM) for an Application Protocol.  The PLCS team 
recognised the benefit of such analysis as being far from a bureaucratic encumbrance and, instead, 
providing a solid foundation on which to build a shared understanding among participants from diverse 
backgrounds.  Thus, the team invested heavily in the analysis and reaped significant rewards in terms of 
convergence and development of understanding. 
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Figure 2.1   The PLCS AAM – top-level processes for supporting a product through life 

The year of business process analysis resulted in: 

• an IDEF0 [5] model of the business processes [see Figure 2.1].  In terms of ISO 10303 
standards, this model is the AAM; 
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• scenarios that are specific exemplars of the modelled processes and occur within real industry.  
These exemplars are a validation of the modelling and a suitable starting point for developing 
tests of the eventual data model; 

• information requirements that are natural language statements.  These requirements specify the 
information representation capability of the intended standard and are the basis for subsequent 
data modelling; 

• agreed, shared terminology, published in the form of a dictionary, so as to provide a basis on 
which members of the team can describe the activities and elements of through-life support and 
can communicate in an efficient and accurate fashion. 

These deliverables have enabled a further refinement of the business process model whereby the PLCS 
team has defined data exchange sets (DEX).  The DEX is a statement of the necessary contents for a 
collection of information that is complete and applicable for some identified purpose in the business 
processes.  One example of a DEX is “work request”, which is a request for action from one or more 
recipients within the support chain.  Enterprises will exercise a DEX when at least one of three 
boundaries exist in business operations: 

• a boundary between different organisations (for example, the prime contractor and the asset 
owner); 

• a boundary between different classes of business process (for example, support system design 
and maintenance planning and scheduling); 

• a boundary between different classes of software application (for example, between a 
level-of-repair analysis (LORA) tool and an enterprise information repository). 

Often, such boundaries are co-incident.  In terms of ISO 10303 standards, a DEX is functionally 
equivalent to a conformance class of an Application Protocol [4]. 

In line with the expectations of the ISO/TC184/SC4 development process, the Year 1 deliverables have 
served as the basis for data modelling activity since November 2000.  The initial period of modelling 
concentrated on transforming the elicited information requirements into formal information models using 
the EXPRESS language [6].  In order to identify the intended business benefits of the models and to ease 
management of the development project, the PLCS team defined five Capability Sets as sub-divisions of 
the total modelling output: 

• Capability Set One – Product core & basic support characteristics; 

• Capability Set Two – Support system design; 

• Capability Set Three – Configuration management; 

• Capability Set Four – Resource management; 

• Capability Set Five – Extended support analysis. 

Having produced the Capability Sets as foundational models using the terminology of the engineers who 
participate in through-life support of products, the next challenge for the modelling team was to determine 
how to incorporate these foundational models into the architecture of ISO 10303.  The timing of this 
decision was extremely opportune.  Over a similar time frame, ISO 10303 has been in the transition to an 
extended architecture that is set to produce greater coherence and commonality across the wide range of 
product data that is the subject of the constituent parts of the standard.  The extensions are Application 
Modules [7]. 

ISO/TC184/SC4 has recently proven the practical feasibility and merit of the Application Module 
concept [8].  The PLCS team has been able to choose also to both refer to existing and develop 
additional Application Modules and, thus, maximise compatibility of the intended PLCS Application 
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Protocol with existing ISO 10303 capability in subject areas such as product data management (PDM).  
This capability is already in extensive use by many of the PLCS sponsors. 

The PLCS team is already well on course with development of the necessary new Application Modules.  
The team will deliver a draft of the Application Protocol AP239 that brings together all of the relevant 
Modules in October 2002. 

3. Practical demonstration of PLCS 

Although the PLCS initiative has made the intended, appropriate progress towards delivery of standards 
documents, a major commercial risk of the three-year programme is the potential to fail to produce 
standards that are relevant to the real business needs of industry.  Some sponsors began to voice 
concern over this risk as the programme moved into Year 2.  Thus, the PLCS Board identified the 
21

st
 Century Commerce International EXPO in Phoenix, USA (September 2001) as a target event at 

which to show some early, practical demonstration of the merit and relevance of the PLCS data models.  
This decision lead to an eventual demonstrator programme that was extremely aggressive in terms of 
timescales.  The modelling team delivered a base-lined model for Capability Set One at the end of July 
2001 and two demonstrator teams had six weeks in which to deliver independent software environments. 

This paper is a report of work by a UK-based demonstrator team that consisted of the UK MoD, 
Rolls-Royce and LSC Group [9].  This UK team had a specific advantage in meeting the demonstrator 
timescales in that the identified project was rooted in an existing, stable business environment.  This 
particular environment is the asset management of the fast jet engine fleet for the RAF.  For the purposes 
of the Demonstrator, the focus was the Rolls-Royce manufactured RB199 jet engine [see Figure 3.1]. 
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Figure 3.1   The product improvement cycle for the RB199 jet engine 

The RAF operates a computer-based asset management system that ensures the tracking of engine 
configurations.  The RB199 engine is modular in construction and comprises sixteen modules.  With 
experience of over 20 years of operational service, inevitably many design improvements have changed 
the engine modules.  These changes have resulted in multiple possible configurations of engine.  Since 
fitment of an incorrectly configured engine can have significant consequences in terms of flight safety and 
operational performance of the aircraft, the asset management system is necessary to control the 
process of removing and re-installing engines. 

Given that the process of product improvement involves both the RAF asset management system and 
design systems at Rolls-Royce, two significant boundaries exist across which engine configuration 
information must pass [see Figure 3.1].  The RB199 Demonstrator took this scenario and prepared a 
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software architecture based on PLCS so as to address the information exchange requirements.  The 
Demonstrator was able to address a significant proportion of the Capability Set One model [see 
Table 3.1]. 

Table 3.1   The data model scope of the RB199 Demonstrator 

Data model section 
(ISO 10303-11 EXPRESS schema) 

UK MoD to Rolls-Royce Rolls-Royce to UK MoD 

action_schema � modification instruction 

classification_schema reference data for the 
enterprise 

reference data for the 
enterprise 

date_time_schema defect reporting date of manufacture 

document_schema � update of technical 
publications 

measure_schema usage reporting � 

person_organization defect reporting � 

plcs_actual_part_anomaly defect reporting � 

plcs_actual_part_location location reporting � 

plcs_actual_part_usage usage reporting � 

plcs_core possible build, permissible 
build, actual build 

possible build, permissible 
build, actual parts 

support_resource_schema fundamental data model 
constructs 

fundamental data model 
constructs 

A major aspect of the RB199 Demonstrator was the use of an information system architecture that was 
highly modular and flexible [see Figure 3.2].  The Demonstrator scenario is typical of many problems that 
exist as a current reality, namely organisations are reliant on previous investment in computer technology.  
Thus, in general, PLCS solutions will need to be capable of working with the existing infrastructure.  By 
design, ISO 10303 has a fundamental architecture that is suitable for such solutions.  This ISO 10303 
capability includes a mapping language (EXPRESS-X [10]) and standard data access interfaces [11]. 
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Figure 3.2   The modular architecture for the PLCS Demonstrator 
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The RB199 Demonstrator delivered a PLCS viewer that added to the flexibility of the solution by proving 
the potential role of Internet technologies.  However, an unplanned, additional success occurred during 
the launch at the 21

st
 Century Commerce International EXPO.  The second demonstrator team handed 

over files for helicopter parts from a different demonstrator scenario and the RB199 Demonstrator system 
was able to process those files and display them to the appreciative audience.  This ready transmittal of 
previously unseen information fulfilled the fundamental motivation for using data exchange standards and 
showed the potential for PLCS-based technology to achieve the desired inter-operability between 
engineering software applications for product support. 

4. Development of understanding the product life cycle 

The PLCS initiative is not devoid of heritage.  The two most obvious forebears of the initiative are the 
discontinued ISO 10303-208 [12] and the NATO Product Data Model (NPDM) [13].  These previous 
activities have both provided important understanding as a feed for PLCS participants to take on.  
However, PLCS has superseded these activities by ensuring a far broader constituency of participants.  
Furthermore, PLCS has been more ambitious in terms of scope and, unlike the NPDM, worked within 
ISO/TC184/SC4 so as to ensure broad international industry review and take on a strict mandate to build 
rigorous coherence and conformance with the rest of ISO 10303. 

Until recently, all three activities would have been within the scope of “CALS”.  However, CALS the 
acronym lived a chequered life and the eventual “continuous acquisition and life-cycle support” appears to 
have been too much of a contrivance.  Thus, as a term, “CALS” is very much in discredit but the concepts 
remain fresh in the form of activities such as PLCS and the increasingly widespread “enterprise 
integration (EI)” initiatives.  EI appears to be a term that is far more self-descriptive with the only limitation 
being a lack of clear indication of the important need to consider the extensive timescales that are 
applicable to high-value engineered assets, whereby a ship or aircraft, for example, will possibly have 
several decades between conception and disposal. 

For the purposes of promoting the extended life-cycle view, some sources are using the phrase “product 
life-cycle management” (with PLM or PLCM as the abbreviation with any one of “life-cycle”, “life cycle” or 
“lifecycle” as the spelling).  Software vendors are attempting to sell solutions on the back of these 
acronyms, especially in respect of an extension of traditional product data management (PDM) capability.  
However, the current situation is less than clear and the potential confusion arises from lack of explicit 
consideration of the commercial factors that influence the life-cycle view [see Table 4.1].  PLM (PLCM) 
appears to only have a proven track record in the design and manufacturing phases of the life cycle. 

Table 4.1   The commercial drivers for different product classes 

Product 
class 

Primary market factor Example 
Product data 
complexity 

(value) 

commodity time to consumer 
(production, transport logistics) 

milk, paint low 

consumer time to market 
(design, product market maturity) 

personal stereo, 
automobile 

medium 

complex total cost of ownership ship, aircraft high 

The marketing view on the “product life-cycle” [see Figure 4.1] places no explicit emphasis on product 
data and the value of that data to both the delivery and the support of a capable product.  Such a view for 
consumer products is not unreasonable.  In contrast, the engineering view on a complex product [see 
Figure 4.2] is a view that embraces multiple concurrent engineering processes, generating complex 
product data across the extended enterprise of multiple organisations and through-out the long life of 
such a product.  With vital contributions from the rest of ISO 10303, PLCS addresses this extensive view 
and offers the basis for integration of an environment of many different component software applications 
that are necessary to meet the wide range of attendant specialist engineering objectives.  Such a 
multi-component vision is more realistic and has the potential to offer greater commercial reward than the 
vision of software vendors who propose one-size-fits-all, monolithic systems. 
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Figure 4.1   A product life cycle – the marketing perspective [14] 
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Figure 4.2   A product life cycle – the total engineering perspective 

In summary, PLM or PLCM are probably not helpful labels to attach to the PLCS initiative because the 
general state of understanding is incomplete in respect of the challenges of total, though-life engineering.  
ISO/TC184/SC4 must act as a champion of the broader view and, ultimately, lead software vendors to a 
more sophisticated view of the marketplace. 

5. Conclusions 

PLCS is on course to contribute major developments in product data technology [15].  The PLCS 
programme is successful in: 

• being the first and only programme under the auspices of ISO/TC184/SC4 to build upon 
ISO 10303 (STEP) in extending the capability of STEP to enable the exchange, sharing and 
archiving of product data in all aspects of though-life support for an extensive range of industry 
sectors; 

• developing new Application Protocol content using the new ISO 10303 Application Modules 
architecture; 

• providing practical validation of the PLCS philosophy and in-work data models through two 
demonstrator projects; 
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• becoming realised in an RB199 Demonstrator system that is multi-component modular, exploiting 
the ISO 10303 architecture and incorporating Internet technologies so as to prove a viable 
solution for existing (legacy) business scenarios and information systems; 

• challenging the life-cycle view that is not complete in respect of concurrent engineering that is 
total and applicable throughout the progress of a high-value engineered asset from “lust to dust”. 

With the impending arrival of AP239 “Product life cycle support”, the global engineering community is 
close to an effective solution to the challenges of exchanging, sharing and archiving product data for 
through-life support. 
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